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QUESTION NO: 1
Which IP Peer Networking component provides the centralized call routing for
Communication Server 1000 systems in an Avaya Aura network solution?
A. Call Manger
B. System manager
C. Session Border Controller
D. Session Manager

ANSWER: D

QUESTION NO: 2
Which functionality do TIE trunks provide?
A. connects a telephone companies' central office and the PBX of a customer
B. connects two different PBXs, whether In the same budding or farther away
C. allows an outside caller to dial a station on a PBX directory
D. provide incoming or outgoing service only, and not a combination of incoming/outgoing connections

ANSWER: B

QUESTION NO: 3
You are responsible for maintaining the Communication Server (CS) 1000E release 7 x system installed at your customer’s
district office. They would like to use Corporate
Directory Feature are accurate? (Choose two)
A. The Corporate Directory application obtains information directly from the CS 1000 database to create the Corporate
Directory Report File.
B. The Corporate Directory application obtains information Subscriber and Telephony account information from Subscriber
Manger and compiles it into a Corporate Directory Report File.
C. All information files required for generating Corporate Directory must be published in the LDAP directory.
D. All information files required for generating Corporate Directory must be published in the Common Network Directory
(CND).
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ANSWER: B D

QUESTION NO: 4
Click the Exhibit button.

Given a company’s dialing plan shown in the exhibit, if a station user at the company in
New York City dials 8-890-4233, what will happen to the call?
A. The Access Code of 8 will be removed and the call will complete over Route List Index #
1.
B. The call will receive intercept treatment as indicated in the Customer Data Block (CDB) and fail to complete.
C. The NARS software will remove the Access Code and Location Code and terminate the call internally at Directory
Number 4233
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D. The Access Code of 8 will be removed and the call will complete over Route List Index
#0.

ANSWER: D

QUESTION NO: 5
For a situation where you use the CDP feature at a switch equipped with the MARS software package, which statement are
correct? (Choose two)
A. Use steering codes tor CDP calls that are the same as the assigned NARS Access Cades.
B. Use steering codes tor CDP calls that are distinct from those assigned NARS Access Cades.
C. You can integrate CDP numbers with the NARS Uniform Dialing Plan (UDP).
D. You cannot share Route Lists, Digit Manipulation tables and Time-of-Day schedule with
NARS.

ANSWER: B C

QUESTION NO: 6
Click the Exhibit button.

A customer has a Communication Server 1000 RIs. 7 x system with System Manger /
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Unified Management (UCM) enabled. They have requested the addition of two new UCM Administrator User with the limited
ability to provision telephones at each site. Refer to the exhibit for the roles current existing in the system.
Which action can the Network Administrator take to add these new accounts per the customer’s requirements?
A. Change the built-in MemberRegister role to add the permissions required to allow telephone configuration.
B. Assign the new users to the built-in NetworkAdministrator role because it has the permissions that allow telephone
configuration.
C. Change the built-in role Patcher role to remove all permissions except those that allow telephone configuration.
D. Add a new TelephonyAdmin role with the specific permissions required to allow telephone configuration.

ANSWER: D

QUESTION NO: 7
A customer would like to simplify their network administration by migrating existing Communication Server (CS) 1000 RIs. 7
x system in multiple locations into a single centrally deployed CS 1000 system. They want this change to be transparent to
the end users so that can continue to use the same dial plan and features currently in place.
Which feature can you implement to meet the customer’s requirements?
A. Hybrid Dialing
B. Uniform Dialing
C. Zone Based Dialing
D. Coordinated Dialing

ANSWER: B
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